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H

i there! We are the Fifteenth Board of Study Association Industrial
Design Lucid and we are about to conclude our board year. In
the somewhat turbulent year our approach was decisive and
foundational. We hope that everyone at the association enjoyed this year
as much as we did.
A group of 6 young Industrial Design students took on this task to rule
this - quite huge - study association. In the beginning of our year we
introduced ourselves as a board that wanted to promote Lucid’s growth.
We wanted to lay a foundation for the upcoming years while maintaining
Lucid’s identity.

1
PREFACE
CHAIRMAN
2

This report will give you an overview of our Lucid board year. We will
highlight the changes that we made alongside the plans we initially had.
Then, the changes will be illustrated by activities that we organized.
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L

ucid is the study association
of Industrial Design. The
association functions as
a platform that supports the
students in both their learning
activities and their social life. Lucid
has a wide range of activities, such
as workshops, design-cases, studytrips, parties and of course our
weekly drinks in the Lucid.Bar.
It is our goal to support as many
members as possible. Therefore we
are in contact and collaborate with
experts in our department, alumni
of Industrial Design and a wide
range of companies. We believe
we can be of great help to each
other, and we strive to organize
and collaborate in creative events
with the members of our network.
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Position within the board
My role as chairman was not self-evident
at first. In my opinion this situation was
created because we were helplessly
looking for someone that could fulfill the
- rather traditional - chairman position;
a strong and resolute leader that is not
to be trifled with. Eventually my abilities
for representing the board and my lowthreshold communication did the trick
and I was chosen as the chairman.
This not-so-very specific role gave me
some freedom to pick up more committees
and initiatives. In the committees I
always looked for a coherent group with
enthusiastic plans, since they are the
people who actually have to execute the
plans. With other initiatives I was always
looking for as much member-involvement
as possible. This workflow helped me
to delegate a lot of work because my
committees truly felt responsible and in
charge.
Representation turned out to be a bigger
part of my function than expected. Not
only I had to represent the association
in the Federation Study Associations
Eindhoven (FSE), but in every occasion
Lucid was present I had to be the one to
represent the whole association. During
the General Members Meeting (GMM)
this was the most challenging; reacting on
unexpected situations while representing
the board as a whole. At first a little
anxious, but with growing confidence I
spoke in front of big audiences and began
to enjoy this.

2.3.1 OSCAR VAN BEEK
Chairman

A

s chairman I have been representing the association in various
ways, while connecting with Lucid’s members along the way. With
my practical and hands-on mindset I focused on getting things
done together with my fellow board members or committee members.
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The relationship between faculty and
Lucid is good and I liked working together
with them to find solutions for problems
that occurred. My 6-weekly meetings with
the managing director gave me an idea
how Lucid was located in the system of
Industrial Design. We as an association
bring great added value to the system
as a whole and it would be very different
without us.
Along our year, we developed a connection
with CHEOPS, the Study Association
of the Built Environment. Halfway, a
collaborative project was initiated by
CHEOPS; to build an interactive light
installation for on the GLOW 2016 event.

Lucid

This initiative grew big and it strengthened
the connection with CHEOPS so much
that another collaborative event was
initiated. Working together with another
association helped me to get an insight
in how things are arranged at other - but
similar - associations.
As a board we attached much importance
to the finalization of the Five Years Policy.
We experienced in this young but thriving
association that we need some grip to
grow. That is why we stressed to get the
document final and approved by the GMM.
Creating this grip means formulating
processes,
institutions
and
goals.
Creating a strategy for this document
was necessary since this document will
have a big influence on the association. I
really enjoyed working together with the
working group and thinking about the
association in this way.

General board pursuits
Since my role as chairman is not very
specific, I felt the tendency to have more
concrete tasks within the board. Eventually
I naturally took upon me practical issues
such as the Lucid Shop and arranging and
facilitating the faculty with events within
the ID-café.
As a chairman I was always in contact with
various groups within the association.
Most importantly with the General
Members Meeting where important
topics were discussed. Secondly with
other institutions such as the Council of
Advice and the Council of Predecessors
where the needed expertise can be found
for advice and feedback. Getting these
people together and discussing relevant
topics turned out to be very helpful when
making a change.
My function as chairman gave me a lot of
freedom and this gave me space to pick
up projects that I liked or were needed.
It also created some space for my fellow
board members where I operated as a
safety net when needed. Since a lot of
my time was free to divide as I pleased
- and my function-specific tasks are not
as concrete - these were sometimes
neglected. I would advise my successor to
concretize these tasks and schedule these
specifically.
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Position within the board
I do not feel comfortable without pen and
paper and therefore it quickly became
clear that I would take on the task of the
Secretary. As a Secretary, my task within
the board was to write everything down
such that it would be maintained for
later. Think not only of the minutes of
the seemingly endless General Members
Meetings but also of finally finishing the
Five Years Policy and setting up the ID
Student profile.
Because of my interest in talking to
external parties about collaboration,
I also became the Commissioner of
Public Relations. In this position, I
supported Daniëlle Ramp in meetings
and negotiations with external parties.
This combined perfectly with my tasks as
Secretary because when I joined Daniëlle
to external meetings, this meant that
activities with them could immediately be
planned in the Lucid agenda which also fell
under my responsibility. Where Daniëlle
would usually prepare the meetings and
arrange a follow-up, I was responsible for
the execution in many cases. This means
that I would be the one to create posters
and to distribute the promotion for our
sponsors.

2.3.2 RENEE NOORTMAN
Secretary and Commissioner of Public Relations

B

y combining things such as Public Relations, the Five Years Policy
and the Main Building I got a piece of many different positions
within the board. I teamed up with various other board members
to make sure that the important issues within the association got the
needed attention.
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One of the main challenges that I set for
myself as a Secretary was to finally finish
the Five Years Plan that Lucid boards
have been working on for so many years.
This proved to be more difficult as the
workgroup turned out to have somewhat
diverging ideas about what the exact
contents of this plan should be. In the
end, it also turned out to be harder to
make it into one coherent document
than expected. Because many different
people helped in writing the document,
all chapters were written in a different
writing style. In the end, I feel proud
that Oscar and I finished the document
together with the workgroup and that it
was finally installed during the 74th GMM.
I hope that this will really help Lucid grow
in the future.
As a Commissioner of Public Relations,
I worked on raising sponsorship money
both for our year and for the next board.
Especially towards the second half of
the year, this went extremely well. Lucid
has finally reached a position in which
companies approach us, rather than that
we have to approach them. Together with
Daniëlle I maintained existing contacts

Lucid

such as Philips Lighting and Design8 and
acquired very interesting new ones such
as the municipality of Eindhoven and
Accenture.
I worked on setting up a profile of an
Industrial Design student to explain what
Industrial Design students can mean
for a company, for instance via a design
case, bootcamp or in an internship. I set
this profile up with input from various
students about their skills and later asked
them to give feedback on the profile that I
had set up. Daniëlle and I used this during
meetings with companies and it really
helped to illustrate what an in-depth
collaboration with Lucid could mean for a
company.

General board pursuits
My additional tasks within the board were
mostly linked to my official positions.
For instance, I was responsible for all of
Lucid’s printing material such as posters
and committee t-shirts. Next to that, I
composed the newsletter every week, was
responsible for all social media channels
and updated the website.
At the beginning of the year I planned to
improve Lucid’s poster template to create
a more coherent house style throughout
Lucid’s promotion. To achieve this, I added
a general area at the top of the poster that
should contain the date, time, location
and costs of an event. In this way, it is easy
to get an overview of all the upcoming
activities with one look at the poster
wall. I did get feedback that the poster
template is hard to use for some people.
I also learned that integrating information
within the template like this makes it
harder for the printing responsible to
check the posters because there are
more small things that can go wrong. This
was especially a big difference with the
previous poster template that was just a
bar with information at the bottom of the
poster.
Even though it seemed logical that I would
take on all on the more administrative
tasks, I would not advise my successors
to do the same. The main reason for this
is that, because I took on all these tasks,
I was also the only one with knowledge
about it. This quickly meant that I lost a lot
of my time to checking posters and writing
documents, rather than the additional
tasks that I really liked doing such as the
Five Years Plan and committees.
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Position within the board
I chose to become treasurer because I
wanted something specific. Something
I could do alone next to all the general
board tasks. Something I really felt
responsible for. Besides that, I have
always felt the urge to solve things into
detail, which comes in handy within the
function treasurer.
Starting this year, being treasurer, I
wanted to become fully aware of the
function itself. The goals that I set involved
questions as: ‘How do I run a business
financially?’ ‘How do I make decisions
based on finance and still maintain a nonprofit organization?’ ‘How do I formulate
an opinion based on the vision of Lucid?’
Along the way, the function seemed to
be broader and therefore more difficult
than expected. It took me half a year to
understand everything. During the first
half year, everything was about keeping
things going. Not having the time to
reflect. Fortunately, there was another
half year to fulfill my goals. To stand still
and become aware of what I had done
the last couple of months and to plan the
things I still wanted to do/change.
The questions I had asked myself at the
start of the year turned out to be quite easy.
The function itself gives you an attitude,
which ensures decisions are made from
the right perspective. It became my next
nature to ask about the costs, the details
of an activity, to hand cheaper solutions
and to reject too expensive ideas. On the
other hand, I turned out to be a cautious
treasurer. This confirms the fact that I
wasn’t always fully sure and therefore
took the safe path.

2.3.3 HANNAH KEULEN
Treasurer

A

s the Treasurer, I hold the responsibility for the general financial
oversight. Financial planning and budgeting, banking, bookkeeping
and financial reporting. Within my role as a treasurer but also
as a general board member I always acted critically. Is this the way
things need to be handled? Besides that, I endeavor to be the humor
factor within the group in order to enthuse others and to put things in
perspective for myself and others.
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Because of the Five Years Policy, big
changes are initiated according to the
function treasurer. The biggest change
is the shifting of the accounting year in
sync with the consequences it affects
[3.8]. Because of the impact this change
would have, I felt extremely responsible
and investigated all possible downsides,
mostly by talking to many different
people. Hence this situation eventually
really fitted my goal: ‘Know how to work
with lots of different points of view,
involving them in an early stage and
getting the results you want’. This goal
turned out to be rough within the study
association. Since Lucid has a lot of active
members who really care about the
future of Lucid, big changes arouse a lot
of discussion. My biggest learning point is
that you have to involve all stakeholders
at an early stage and always hand them
over good feedback on the points they
make. Otherwise, people don’t feel heard,
maybe even if the points are put into
operation. Besides that, it is important

Lucid

that the story is clear. Don’t try to rush the
story, give people the time to overthink
it. In the end, you want everybody to feel
comfortable with the decision.

General board pursuits
Criticism extremely fits me, therefore,
within the board, I again took this role
upon me. But this year, I discovered
criticism can act in different ways. I was
the one who asked the critical questions
from a bird’s perspective, opening up
reflective discussions being more focused
on the discussion itself than the direct
outcome of it. On the other hand, we had
Lei being the one who criticized a specific
point within an activity forcing others to
come up with concrete arguments. Both
aspects can be very useful during a board
year. My biggest learning point is that I
have to make sure it is clear that I initiate
the discussion, not being focused on the
outcome, but being focused on the why.
Otherwise, you’ll end up with a discussion
spoken on two different stages.
This year I had a few committees which
I had to guide as being their board
responsible. One of my team skills goals
was to learn how to work with people
besides you as you being their leader.
The Milano Committee yield to be the
perfect learning process for this goal.
This committee only consists of firstyear students, with no other committee
experiences and thus expertises. I had to
find the balance between arranging and
supporting . Your position within a first
years committee is extremely present.
The students have high expectations of
what is going to come, of what you are
going to tell them. Along the way, students
are picking up tasks themselves and start
feeling responsible for them. Because of
the workload I had halfway this committee
period, I had to become more practical.
The solution: make sure there comes a
planning and remind the committee of
it. Are the tasks done? Why not? Who is
responsible? And most important don’t
immediately say “yes”. Although it might
be way more efficient to do a certain
task yourself, stay patient, explain and
delegate. Ultimately, this serves the most
satisfaction for both parties involved.
At the start of the year it seemed logical to
come in charge of all the financial tasks,
including ancillary tasks. But it yield to be
not the best thing to do. It is nice to have
the oversight, but it is even better if you
are able to switch between different tasks
and most of all you don’t want to be the
only person with the knowledge about
it. It is nice to share thoughts with your
board members, don’t create an island for
yourself.
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Position within the board
I consider myself a critical thinker but
constructive in nature. Also, I can quickly
consume information and analyse its
content. This appeared to be a natural
fit for the role of Commissioner of
Education. As such, I have become a
representative for Industrial Design
students in educational and other related
matters. Meeting with stakeholders in
education has been quite a large part of
my daily activities. These stakeholders
include both Industrial Design students
and staff and policymakers within the
TU/e educational structure, such as the
Director of Education, the Departmental
Board, the director of STU, the deans
of both Bachelor College and Graduate
School and the Rector Magnificus.
One of the things that struck me
immediately as missing in current form of
Commissioner of Education is a structured
feedback loop from the students to Lucid.
There are a lot of requests for student
feedback in educational bodies, but there
was no standardised way of gathering this
feedback. I was advised by my predecessor
Jeroen, Miguel Bruns and Migchiel van
Diggelen to start organising Year Councils.
In these councils, a delegation of students
from a specific block - B1, B2, M1, etc. are asked to give solicited and unsolicited
feedback on educational matters.

2.3.4 LEI NELISSEN

Commissioner of Education and Commissioner of Festival

A

s a commissioner of Education I have focused on making Lucid
future-proof, by reviewing and monitoring the new educational
system, guaranteeing its position in Atlas and updating its
infrastructure. Within the board, I have been critical, but constructive in
discussion, ensuring that our focus is on the right things and we are not
held back by insignificant matters.
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The first meetings took place in November,
and most Year Councils have met up
to five times. The B1 and B2 feedback
has become of tremendous importance
regarding the feedback I supply to the
Bachelor Monitor Group - on matters
relating to Bachelor College. Furthermore,
the overall feedback from all Year Councils
gives a varied image of what students think
of what is happening. The Year Councils
have supplied food for discussion in the
Educational Council and my meetings
with Miguel on multiple occasions. The
input has also resulted in small changes
in the curriculum. The Year Councils are
pending evaluation, but I suspect their
role will become more important in the
coming years and that the Year Councils
in general will become an important tool
for the work a Commissioner of Education
does.
One of our spearheads is organising a
Lucid Festival. I felt connected with this
idea right from the start, as I love visiting
festivals, discovering new music and I
have some experience organising them
in my hometown. Because we wanted
to make a priority out of organising this
festival, we made it into a commissariat,
which I would take on. I spent some
initial time working out what this festival
should be like. Subsequently, I formed a

Lucid

committee with enthusiastic members,
which I am currently working with to
make the festival a reality. Trying to
initiate an activity with such a large
scope is interesting, as there are a lot of
people that need to be convinced that
the plans are sound. Furthermore, there
is little previous ground from where
the committee can start. As we need to
figure the majority of requirements out
by ourselves, organising this festival is a
challenging, but rewarding undertaking.
Finally, my role as negotiator also led to
me being responsible for the housing
of the association. As Lucid will need to
move to Atlas in the summer of 2018,
there is a long trajectory in which space is
allocated and needs are inventoried. In the
beginning of my year, Lucid was allocated
a space on the second floor for the board
and a place in the basement for the bar. I
have tried to make sure that Lucid would
have ample room for opportunity and
would be able to express its identity in
Atlas. These needs were often conflicting
with those of building planners. This
meant that collaboration with other study
associations - Intermate and Industria and the respective departmental boards
was needed to ensure the two values
were guaranteed.

General board pursuits
I am familiar with a lot of ICT-related
matters. Being in the Lucid Board gave
me opportunity to use this knowledge to
advance the position of the association.
For example, I felt that the Lucid file
structure was outdated. Many committees
used Dropbox, but since not everyone had
enough space and not all Dropboxes were
linked to Lucid a lot of files would usually
be lost between years. Thus, I used the
ownCloud software to create a custom
environment for Lucid members, in which
all data could be saved and be instantly
accessible to all board members.
Furthermore, a lot of association
infrastructure was moved in the last year,
such as Lassie, photos, all websites and
email, which now have a better response
time, availability and can be administered
more easily. This was done in close
cooperation with the Moeilijke Dingen
committee, Lucid’s ICT aficionados.
In this board year, I have tried to be very
close to some of educational processes
that occurred in the department. This
meant that running the year councils
required quite a large portion of my
time. I would advice my successors to
keep interest in what is happening on the
educational spectrum, but to refrain from
being too invested in practical tasks.
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Position within the board
For me it feels really natural to meet new
people and to interact with a lot of different
personalities. I’m what you could call a
social chameleon, because of this and
due to my activity within the association
prior to our board year I already knew a
lot of people within the association. These
were the main reasons for me to take
on the task of Commissioner of Internal
Affairs. Because of this it was quite easy
to bond with the new first year students
and convince them in joining some of
the many committees. One of the things
I organized to do this was the committee
market where people could subscribe
themselves for the different committees.
As the commissioner of Internal Affairs it
felt like my responsibility to always keep
in mind the influence on our members
while making decisions. This shared with
my natural feeling of responsibility I often
was the one reminding us on our shared
responsibility towards the association
especially regarding the smaller things.
Which translated in small remarks within
discussions, such as “But then we are
closing the shop again this week?”

2.3.5 PETER ROOSEN

Commissioner of Internal Affairs and Vice-Chairman

D

uring our board year I fulfilled the roles of Commissioner of
Internal Affairs & Vice-chairman. These roles gave me a lot of
freedom and made it possible for me to support various other
board members in their activities and responsibilities. Besides this
supporting role within the board it also gave me the option to think of
my own objectives to help the association as I saw fit.
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One of the main things I wanted to
improve as the commissioner of Internal
Affairs was the continuity of committees.
Mainly because in the past years it
became clear that committees often
repeat the same mistakes every time.
Even though these mistakes can be a nice
learning experience for the members of
this committee, it limits the possibility
for an activity to grow or become ‘better’.
This triggered me to create the knowledge
transfer document. This is a document
that all committees will have to fill in at
after organising an activity. Within this
document information such as contact
information of the committee members,
reflections on the activity, information
about accommodations and timelines can
be found. Even though we implemented
the knowledge transfer document during
our board year we will have to wait till next
year to see if this has a positive influence.
Because it feels natural for me to
hold a group together and help them
communicate with each other, I also
became the Vice-chairman. Mainly
because we felt this was something our
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chairman Oscar van Beek could use at his
side.
Besides my two official roles I also
fulfilled the role of a so called ‘Vliegende
Keep’, which means that I helped my
fellow board members with anything they
needed help with. This didn’t give me a
main challenge or big task, but created a
lot of variety in my daily tasks. For example
I helped our treasurer with administrative
tasks, helped other board members with
organizing things and picking up the small
tasks that appeared.

General board pursuits
My additional tasks within the board were
just like the rest of my package quite
varied. For example I was responsible for
organizing and creating the Candidate
Board Trajectory, the bar committee, the
dutch design week committee (which
later turned into the TEDx committee) and
more small tasks.
When organizing an activity or setting up
a plan for something I often look back
at previous editions. For the candidate
board trajectory I started by looking back
at how we experienced the trajectory in
our year and what we thought needed
to be changed. Besides this I also often
discussed with previous board members
and our Council of Advice. The biggest
change that was necessary in our opinion
was more focus on functions and a clear
communication that it’s the current board
that decides who is going to be presented
at the GMM. This changed some activities
and added more function specific activities
to create more awareness about what the
different functions really are.
In this board year I had a lot of freedom
to pick small activities, although I really
enjoyed this and could fill up my time
quite easily with these tasks, I would not
recommend this much freedom to my
successors. Mainly because there were
times where I was searching for things
to do and this combined with my natural
feeling of responsibility created more
stress than necessary. I would advise
my successors to have a big goal or task
besides his or her daily tasks, this so you
can fall back on this when you feel like you
don’t know what to do.
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Position within the board
When applying for a function in the
Fifteenth Board of Lucid I was already
convinced that I would very much like
the role of a facilitator. I like to co-create,
communicate, search for value exchange,
form a strategy and work in a network
of stakeholders. This combined with the
enthusiasm and ambitions I gained for
acquisition during our Candidate Board
Trajectory made me, after a long battle,
the Commissioner of External Affairs.
Together with Renee (Public Relations)
I took on the challenge to represent our
study association at external parties
whilst looking for fruitful collaborations.
Since the sponsorship goal hadn’t been
reached in the past couple of years, we
set some goals to make sure that not only
we would achieve it this year, but we also
focused on creating a fundament for the
upcoming years [3.3]. Next to establishing
and maintaining relations with external
contacts, I focused on: creating
infographics for sponsors; keeping close
contact with my predecessors; assisting
the bigger committees with their sponsor
plans and trying to close long term deals
with and for my successors.
As Renee and I found difficulties in
pitching our study and our association
to new companies in the first month, we
created infographics that supported us in
explaining who we are (student profile)
and what we can offer (partnership
possibilities). By using a printed version of
these infographics during our meetings,
we were able to structure our pitch, zoom
in and out on our proposal and leave space
for companies to compose their own deal.
Whereas the first two aspects are mainly
pleasant for the conversation, the last
one turned out to be really effective for
negotiation in a sponsor deal.

2.3.6 DANIËLLE RAMP
Commissioner of External Affairs

A

s the Commissioner of External Affairs I took responsibility for the
financial income of the association and the facilitation of career
oriented activities. I mainly focused on the continuity and transfer
of acquisition skills within the association. Within our lovely six I often
formed the mediator between emotional and rational positions and
tried to keep an eye on the wellbeing of us as both individuals and as a
group.
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Since we experienced that preparation
and strategy are the main success factors
for a sponsor deal, it was very useful and
effective to discuss our strategies and
struggles with our predecessors. Whereas
the continuity of contacts was distributed
amongst External Committee members
over the past years, we decided to bring
this responsibility back to the External
Affairs predecessors and use them as a
safety net for external contacts.
Next to finding sponsors for Lucid as an
association I also helped committees
with their acquisition. We trained the
committee members in an Acquisition

Lucid

Crash Course to make sure they were all
working according to the guidelines in
how Lucid wants to be profiled towards
external parties. With many of the
committees I had separate meetings to
discuss their sponsor plans. I would advise
the next Commissioner of External Affairs
to also plan these meetings and for sure
organize an Acquisition Crash Course, but
to mainly focus on finding sponsors that
want to sponsor all these committees as
a package deal.
At last we focused on long term contacts
and contracts. We envision it would
create a lot of flexibility if you could
start your board year with a secure
income. Therefore we incorporated this
as a focus point in both our own Board
Policy and the Five Years Policy. For this
year we strived to already secure ¼ of
the sponsorship goal for the next board
on top of our own sponsorship goal. We
can proudly announce that we achieved
this goal successfully! Also we made sure
that our successors were already known
in the beginning of May [3.7], so that they
can already accompany us at external
meetings and learn the tips and tricks of
acquisition at Lucid before they take over
our functions.

General board pursuits
I facilitated most of the career oriented
activities, most of them in collaboration
with
Renee,
and
sometimes
in
collaboration with the Career Committee
or the Educational Committee. I found it
very practical to not only close the deal,
but also be part of the execution, since we
were perfectly aware of the agreements
and could therefore ensure that all
agreements were fulfilled.
Also I became a foundation member of
the SAL (Stichting Activiteiten Lucid). Since
there was no clear image of what the
SAL does and how the communication
between the SAL, the board and the GMM
should go, I made an infographic which
hopefully helps with how and when to
approach the SAL in the future.
Next to that I was responsible for Serious
Request [3.2.8], First Years Weekend
[3.1.3] and the Candidate Board Trajector
[3.7]. These responsibilities mainly fitted
my character and personal interests, but
don’t necessarily have to be connected to
the function External Affairs. Nevertheless
my function did influence the way I
approached the committee activities, as is
most visual in Serious Request [3.2.8].
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17-21 Aug
28 Aug		

Introduction Week 2015
69th GMM: Change of Boards

1 Sep		
21-22 Sep
29 Sep		

Constitution Drink
Committee Market
Lucid goes Lichtjesroute

9-11 Oct
13 Oct		
14 Oct		
21 Oct		
23 Oct		
27 Oct		

First Years Weekend
Committee Acquisition Training
Lunch Intro Parents
Design Ride
Experience the RGB
70th GMM

31-1 Nov
5 Nov		
6 Nov		
10 Nov		
14-15 Nov
16 Nov
17 Nov		
18 Nov		
19 Nov		
24 Nov		
25 Nov		
26 Nov		

TEI Bootcamp
After Effects Workshop
Workshop Strategiemakers
Lucid goes Glow
Oudbesturen Weekend
Lucidebate ID Student Profile
Pet’s Marktplaats
Adobe Basics Workshop
LAPD Party: Jailhouse
Lunch Lecture Graphics
The Great Gala
UNiD 27 Release

3 Dec		
3 Dec		
10 Dec		
10 Dec		
11 Dec		
15 Dec		
18 Dec		

Sinterklaas Drink
SEPTA Party
Serious Request
Auction Drink
Lunch Lecture Haptic Feedback
71st GMM
Final Demo Days Tour

7 Jan		
19 Jan		
20-22 Jan
21 Jan		
22 Jan		
25 Jan		
26 Jan		
26-28 Jan
29 Jan		

Birthday Drink
First Candidate Board Information Lunch
Fabrication Workshop
ALFEEST
Internship Drink
Aan Tafel Met: Research
Second Candidate Board Information Lunch
HTML Workshop
Post Deadline Pool Party

1-2 Feb		
1 Feb		
2 Feb		
3 Feb		
15-17 Feb
16 Feb		
18 Feb		

Committee Market
First Candidate Board Evening
Beerpong Tournament
Integrand Workshop
TEI Side Programme
Second Candidate Board Evening
RS E-Lucid Birthday Drink

TIMELINE
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19 Feb		
22 Feb		
22 Feb		
22 Feb		
24 Feb		
25-26 Feb

Parents Day
Lunch Lecture Design2Gather
GLOW Brainstorm
Escalator Pitch Workshop
72nd GMM: Five Years Policy
1-on-6 Candidate Board Conversations

2 Mar		
3 Mar		
4-5 Mar		
7 Mar		
9 Mar		
12-19 Mar
17 Mar		
17 Mar		
21 Mar		
22 Mar		
23 Mar		
24 Mar		
29 Mar		
30 Mar		

Design Studio Tour
LAPD: PUB-UP Party
Bootcamp with the Municipality of Eindhoven
First Candidate Board Voting Round
TEDx Pitch Event
Luski
Industrieel Ontwerpen Bedrijvendagen
Karaoke Party
Lunch Lecture Cuong Lu
Fourth Candidate Board Evening
Lucid’s Second Annual Darts Tournament
UNiD 28 Release
Second Candidate Board Voting Round
73rd GMM

1 Apr		
4-8 Apr		
5 Apr		
7 Apr		
12-17 Apr
15 Apr		
19 Apr		
19 Apr		
20 Apr		
20 Apr		
21 Apr		

KTV
Philips Bootcamp
Video Editing Workshop
Candidate Board Drink
Milano Design Trip
EduCie goes Efteling
Lunch Lecture Wicked Problems
Sixth Candidate Board Evening
Festival Brainstorm
Design8 Workshop
LAPD Party: Masquerave

2 May		
3 May		
4-6 May		
9 May		
9 May		
10 May		
12 May		
17 May		
18 May		
19 May		
23 May		
24 May		
26 May		
26 May		

74th GMM: Half-Year Results
Speeddating with Staff
Lucid Weekend
Pub.Quiz
Final Candidate Board Voting Round
Announcing of the Candidate Board
Token Drink
Lunch Lecture Magical Design
Accenture Pitch Event
Yearbook 2014-2015 Release
Lunch Lecture Trends on the Horizon
Lunch Lecture Circular Design Challenge
Digital Sketching Workshop
Lunch Lecture Pillo

14 Jun		
16 Jun		

UNiD 29 Release
s13 Party

5 Jul		
8 Jul		
11-25 Jul

75th GMM: Election of the 16th Board
TEDxEindhoven
End of the Year Trip 2016

15-19 Aug

Introduction Week 2016

1 Sep		

76th GMM: Change of Boards

Lucid
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F

irst year students are the
future of Lucid, because of
this it’s essential to make
sure the first year students know
what Lucid is and what Lucid can
offer them during their education.
We feared that the first years
might become less active this year,
mainly due to the limited amount
of obligatory hours they spend in
the Laplace building. This would
trigger in less contact with the IDcafé and thus less connection with
Lucid.

Execution
To connect the first year students to Lucid
we came up with a few different plans,
such as: active promotion with flyers
and posters during the introduction
week; clear presence of Lucid inside
and outside ID-café, by creating a new
social media policy; creating easy entry
committees, so people could join a
committee without feeling pressured;
a hangout at Stratumseind, to create a
place at Stratumseind which could work
as a home base.
In the end however we only needed one
which was the active promotion with
flyers and posters during the introduction
week. We were lucky with our amazing
introduction week which immediately
linked a lot of first year students to Lucid.
Besides this we still invested time in the
hangout at Stratumseind by finding a
partner in the Tuchthuis. Especially in
the beginning this was a big success,
unfortunately this died out a few months
later mostly because we didn’t invest
extra time to keep the promotion going.

3.1
FIRST YEAR
STUDENTS
30

Because the first year students didn’t
have a project they didn’t use the spaces
in Laplace as flex workspaces like the rest
of the students. They often choose the IDcafé as their workplace which created an
easy way for us to interact with them and
promote events.

Reflection
The fear we had in the beginning regarding
the bonding of the first year students was
completely unnecessary. Our introduction
week alone created an amazing active
group of first year students. By already
succeeding in connecting the first years
students with just the introduction week,
we didn’t put a lot of time and energy in
our other plans. Because we focussed
clearly on the first year students in the
beginning of our board year we might
have neglected some of the other target
groups.
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17-21 August 2015

Targetgroup: 		
B1
Kids: 			163
Parents: 		
34
Beers sold (Lucid.Bar): 1084

Changes

The faculty made it obligatory for first
year students to buy an electronic starter
kit for the course Creative Electronics.
This resulted in the faculty obliging these
students to become a member of Lucid.
To make sure the students knew what
they signed up for we created a token
pamphlet in which they were explained
what Lucid is and for what they can use
their newly bought token. Lucid was
also explained in the program booklets
of the introduction week and all coming
activities that were interesting for first
years students were promoted in here.

Reflection

Almost all participants of the introduction
week subscribed to Lucid and the activities
that were interesting for first year
students were filled almost instantly. The
introduction week is an important activity
to connect the first year students to Lucid.
It is important for the candidate board
to put time and effort in communicating
Lucid during this week and to try and
show their faces as often as possible.

3.1.1 INTRODUCTION WEEK
First Year Students

D

uring our introduction week we hadn’t been installed as a
board yet, so we also didn’t have a lot of influence on the main
organization of this week. Our goal during this week was to
clearly communicate to the first years students what Lucid is and why
they should become a member. Besides communicating what Lucid is
our goal was also to bond with the first years students and make sure
they knew who we were.
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3.1.2 COMMITTEE MARKET
First Year Students

study associa
tion

industrial de
sign

T

here have been two committee markets this year, one in
september and one in february. The main focus of this market is
to recruit members for our committees. This market is also a place
where people can find more information about which committees are
being formed and what these committees will do.

questions and promote their committees.

21-22 September 2015
Target group: all members
Committees on market:
Total subscriptions:		

10
152

1-2 February 2016

LETS FIND

34

Target group: all members
Committees on market:
Total subscriptions: 		

OUT

7
65

€60 worth of cookies overall

Changes
The committee market has been an
activity within Lucid for the past few
years, although the set up is a bit different
every year. The first committee market
this year was focussed more on first year
students, because they had no idea what
kind of committees Lucid has to offer. On
this market the board responsibles of the
committees were there to answer any

The second committee market was
more focussed on overall recruitment
of committee members, which was
successful.
However,
since
most
members have less time in the second
semester or are already participating in
other committees the amount of people
interested was a bit lower.

Reflection
The committee market is an easy way to
recruit new committee members. Good
promotion is key, but when executed
properly most committees can be filled
from just the committee markets. One
thing to look out for is that people often
subscribe for multiple committees,
sometimes even more than they can
possibly participate in. Next to that it is
important to undertake action quickly
after the committee market, by informing
all interested students which committees
they will join.
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9-11 October 2015

Reflection

Target group: B1 students
Participants: 69

There was a line that was longer than
the spots we had available when we
opened the subscriptions of the First
Years Weekend. This confirmed that good
promotion is essential and therefore we
advise the next committee and board to
create a similar buzz among the first year
students.

Changes
Last year it took quite some time before
the subscriptions of the weekend were
filled, mainly because the subscriptions
opened with an unfortunate timing. This
year we focused on making the opening
of the subscriptions a big happening by
promoting all spots are usually taken
within the first day.
Also the theme of the weekend was,
unintentionally, in line with the theme of
the introduction week.

First year students experienced the
overlap in theme as really nice and
coherent. The committee could therefore
decide to match their theme with the
introduction week, to give the first years
the feeling that ‘their year’ is characterized
by a certain theme.

3.1.3 FIRST YEARS WEEKEND
First Year Students

A

t the beginning of the academic year First Years Weekend took
place, themed ‘Risk it All, Take it All’. Because of very good
promotion and a successful introduction week, subscriptions
were immediately filled and even extra spots were made available.
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children lunch
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3.1.4 LUNCH INTROPARENTS
First Year Students

costs: €2,location: ID-café
date: 13-10
Subscribe before monday 5
o’clock

H

alfway October the Lucid lunch for intro parents together with
their intro children took place. While eating a nicely prepared
lunch, the fresh first years students could share their first
observations, stories, rumors, questions, etc. with their intro parents
and intro group mates and at the same time fellow students.

14 October 2015
Target group: B1 students + intro parents
Participants: Line until the sliding doors
in the hallway

Changes
This year was the first time such an
activity took place at Lucid, a real tryout.
In order to meet our main goal ‘First year
students’, we set up a range of activities/
plans and this activity was one of them.
We wanted to have an activity at Lucid, the
ID café, with a low threshold. To make the
first year students feel at home, become
familiar with all the Lucid activities
and share their stories amongst other
students.

Reflection
As could be seen from a large number
of participants and positive reactions, it
was definitely a good idea. Despite the
fact that the ID café was a total mess
afterwards and we endured some stress
because of the big amount of people. In
the end, we managed it and everybody
could enjoy a plate of food. Besides that,
the intro parents also enjoyed the activity.
Although the activity wasn’t focused on
them, it turned out to be a good idea to let
them meet again with their intro children.
Now everybody had a conversation
starter. To conclude: it wasn’t a big activity,
but stories were told and questions were
asked so it did attribute to our goal.

More information at

LG0.01
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Adobe Basics Workshop
Date:
Target group:
Participants:

18 November 2016
B1
83

HTML Workshop
Date:
Target group:
Participants:

26-28 January 2016
B1
84

Changes
Both the Adobe Basics and the HTML
workshop have been in the Lucid calendar
for years. The basic set-up is the same
each year. Both are good concepts and
do not need a lot of change. However,
this year the EduCie experimented with
a more in-depth Adobe Basics workshop.
In previous years, this workshop was
an introduction to Adobe Illustrator,

InDesign and Photoshop which took up
about one hour. The programmes would
be shown and it would be explained which
programme to use for which purpose.
This year, there was an introduction but
also a hands-on workshop during which
the participants learned how to use the
basic functionalities of each programme.

Reflection
The Adobe Basics workshop was received
very well and the participants liked
experiencing the programmes rather
than only getting them explained. The
threshold to attend the workshop might
be somewhat higher but the amount of
subscriptions turned out to be higher
than previous editions. This format for
the Adobe Workshop is definitely a better
setup for the workshop than the old
format.

3.1.5 FIRST YEARS WORKSHOPS
First Year Students

E

very year Lucid organizes several workshops specifically aimed at
first year students. Not only are these workshops aimed to add
on to the curriculum of the first years, they are also meant to
introduce the new students to the study association and its educational
activities.
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18 December 2015

Reflection

Participating first years:
26
Out of total first year:
16%
Board members involved:
5
last Lucid activity of 2015 (18/12/2015)

Reactions from the students were positive.
The Demo Day Tour could be an important
tool in familiarising first year students with
doing project work. As they have no such
notion during their first semester, this
activity could be important in preventing
early quitters. This would require that
students be explicitly made aware of its
existence and maybe attracting some
members to help guide the groups.

Execution
All participants were divided among
the guiding board members. The board
members would then guide their groups
along different projects on the demo day.
They would also be open to questions
from the students on what it means to do
project work in Industrial Design.

3.1.6 FINAL DEMO DAY TOUR
First Year Students

S

ince the first years students did not have a demo day, we wondered
if they would be properly introduced to what it means to do a
project on your own or in a team. Thus we organised the Demo Day
Tour to familiarise them with these concepts.
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19 February 2016
Parents:			111
Invitation letters:		
176, sent
all over the Netherlands to the parents of
1st year students
1st year student volunteers:
22
Turkish breads:			50

Changes
We altered the program from last year
since we wanted it to resemble the
education as much as we could. The
educational model has changed a lot over
the last years with the introduction of the
Basic Courses and we wanted to integrate
this into the schedule of the day.
We created 3 courses that were all very
different and highlighted a different side
of (the) design(process); Physics, Creative
Electronics and From Idea to Design. All
of these three courses are given in the
first year of the Bachelor’s program.

Lucid

The knowledge that they gained in these
courses could be implemented into the
Designcase that concluded the program.

Reflection
The changes that we made should
certainly be repeated in the future. I think
we gave the parents a realistic image of
what their son/daughter is doing here at
this faculty.
Involving the parents with the association
itself did not really happen. We wanted to
show the parents what Lucid is and what
we do, in order for them to realize that they
can also help us. For example by donating
a small amount of money or even hooking
us up with a valuable contact. This could
be done better by explaining what it is
exactly what they can do for us. Now this
moment was lost in the after-drink where
it was busy and people left early.

3.1.7 PARENTS DAY
First Year Students

A

full-first-year students committee organizes a day for about 100
parents to take a look at our faculty. For a lot of students it is
hard to explain what they actually do here, and therefore we want
the parents to experience it themselves. During this day the parents
will participate in several activities that give an impression of Industrial
Design at the TU/e.
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2 March 2016
Target group:
Participants:

B1
86 B1 students
9 escorts
7 companies

Execution
Four months before the activity took place
we started contacting companies who
wanted to participate in the Design Studio
Tour. Already then we knew how much
time they had available so that we could
make a rough set-up of the schedule. We
asked the companies to prepare a pitch
about their company, their vision, their
work and the link to Industrial Design, so
that the first years would get an idea of
what domains their studies could offer
after they graduate.
The Career Committee and the Board
escorted the first years through the
tour. Since not many Career Committee

members had time for this in the end, two
other interested volunteers also helped
out. Every group had a bag with food
and drinks which they could consume in
between their visits. There was sufficient
time planned in between the visits of the
companies, so that it was guaranteed
every group would arrive in time at the
studios.

Reflection
The studio tour went extremely well. We
received great feedback from students,
escorts and companies. The older students
told us that they would like such a tour
as well. Therefore we discussed with the
Career Committee to organize two tours
next year: one tour in Eindhoven for
first years; one tour in another city (like
Utrecht, Amsterdam or Rotterdam) for
general students.

3.1.8 DESIGN STUDIO TOUR
First Year Students

O

n request of the Faculty we organized a Design Studio Tour in
Eindhoven for the first year students. Seven design studios in
Eindhoven opened their doors to show the first years who they
are and what they do. This activity was organized to help the first years
forming their vision and identity.
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17-21 August 2015

Targetgroup: 		
B1
Kids: 			163
Parents: 		
34
Beers sold (Lucid.Bar): 1084

Changes

The faculty made it obligatory for first
year students to buy an electronic starter
kit for the course creative electronics.
This resulted in the faculty obliging these
students to become a member of Lucid.
To make sure the students knew for
what they signed up we created a token
pamphlet in which they were explained
what Lucid is and for what they can use
their newly bought token. Lucid was
also explained in the program booklets
of the introduction week and all coming
activities that were interesting for first
years students were promoted in here.

Reflection

The Milan design week trip has been part
of Lucid’s permanent activities list for a
couple of years now. This year we added,
as the Lucid board, some more activities
to attract and enthuse first year students.
But since the activity is a winning concept
we didn’t have to make any changes. The
only goal of the committee was to arrange
everything in time.

3.1.9 MILANO DESIGN WEEK
First Year Students

T

he Milano design trip is an activity where Lucid takes her first year
students for a week to the Milan design week. The main reason for
Lucid to organize this trip is to inspire students by showing design
outside the faculty and outside Eindhoven. How is design presented
elsewhere? What is the difference? What is design? Besides that, the
trip is always a great success. The weather, the atmosphere and the fun
activities help students and Lucid to get in contact with each other.
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A

t the start of the year, we set
the goal to expand Lucid’s
professional network by
setting up a profile of the Industrial
Design student, strengthening
the collaboration with IDEa and
approaching students about their
internships. The main reason for
this was to create opportunities
for sponsoring, both financially
and in kind.

Lucid

Execution
First and foremost, we set up the Industrial
Design student profile that explains what
Industrial Design students and alumni
are capable of. This profile was meant
to show to our external contacts so that
they would know what a partnership
with Lucid could mean for them on an indepth level. We brought this profile to the
first meeting with companies to open the
conversation [3.2.3].
Secondly,
we
investigated
our
collaboration with IDEa. We researched
the possibility to maintain a shared
database but found out that this was
not possible according to the statutes
of both associations. We did organise a
few activities together with IDEa, such as
Experience the RGB during the DDW and
TEDxEindhoven.
Lastly, we hosted an internship drink
where students that had just returned
from their internship could pitch their
experience to B2 students. We also
encouraged the students to bring their
supervisors with a lottery of where the
internship company could win a free
Lucid design case.

Reflection
The most effective of the methods
mentioned above was definitely the
student profile. It made first meetings
with external parties substantially easier
and also created a mutual understanding
of what value we could provide for a
company. We were often complimented
on the professional attitude that the
profile provoked.

3.2

PROFESSIONAL
NETWORK
50

The collaboration with IDEa proved to
be less fruitful than we had hoped. The
network of IDEa was smaller than we
had expected and most of the alumni in
their database were also in our own. The
activities that we organised together with
IDEa did open up new opportunities as
we could also use the personal network of
the IDEa board members which, in some
cases, was more useful than our own.
Sadly, the internship drink was not a big
success as the turn-up was quite low. The
people that did turn up however were
very enthusiastic about the format and
did get a lot of value out of this drink.
We think the low turn-up was mostly
to blame on the timing, which was on a
Friday afternoon on the day after one of
our parties. Next time, it would be better
to plan it on an afternoon during the
week, on a Tuesday or Thursday.
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23 October 2015
Target group: Students, alumni and
external parties
Talks:		
2
Courses:
4
DJs:		
6

Execution
The collaboration with these different
parties resulted in three different events
which are experience the RED, experience
the GREEN and experience the BLUE.
Experience the RED took place at the Mind
the Step exposition at the Klokgebouw.
During this event people would get a tour
of the exposition and could enjoy a free
drink and listen to two interesting talks
from Industrial Design alumni. After these
drinks there was a network drink where
the visitors and speakers could enjoy a
drink together.
After that it was time for Experience
the Green, an experimental network
dinner at the Oude Rechtbank. People
were assigned to a table with preferably

Lucid

strangers. Between the courses there
where different activities to stimulate the
conversations between the visitors. For
example we triggered a discussion about
design ethics and played ‘Who am I?’ with
design concepts.
And it all ended with Experience the
BLUE: a party with a variety of dj’s at the
Oude Rechtbank and Tuchthuis. At this
party multiple visual installations where
installed to trigger people to talk.
The setting of these three events was all
focussed on making people connect to
each other.

Reflection
Overall we received positive reactions on
the activities. If we are going to collaborate
with these parties again, we need to make
clear agreements on who organises what.
We thought we had clear agreements on
this but in the end it all came down to a
few of our committee members. Even
though the little amount of time and the
few people working on it, it turned out to
be an amazing event.

3.2.1 EXPERIENCE THE RGB
Professional Network

A

t first the plan for the DDW 2015 was a TEDx. Unfortunately this
wasn’t possible due to a lack of time and being too ambitious.
However, thanks to collaborating with IDEa, DOKPUNT and Favour
for Favour we were able to pull of a last minute activity which was a
combination of Talks, network drinks, network dinners and a party.
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31 October & 1 November 2015
TEI ’16 Bootcamp
Participants: 		
Working hours:
Target group: 		

17
24 in two days
All students

15 February 2016
TEI ’16 Demo Sessions
Participants:
78 (from Lucid)
Target group: 		
All students

16 February 2016
TEI ’16 Speakers Side-Programme
Participants: 		
55
Target group: 		
All students

Execution
The collaboration with TEI ’16 can be split
into three separate events: a bootcamp,
the demo sessions and the speakers sideprogramme.
The bootcamp took place a few months
before the conference and focussed on
the Student Design Challenge that was
set out. For this challenge, student teams
could submit concepts about creative
tools of which in the end a few were
selected to present at the demo sessions.
During the bootcamp, the participants
formed four groups in which they came

up with concepts. During the bootcamp,
several people from the organisation of
TEI ’16 and experts from the field came by
to give feedback. In the end, three teams
submitted their work for the challenge
and one of them got accepted into the
conference.
The demo sessions and the speakers
side-programme were both part of
Lucid’s TEI ’16 Side-Programme which
offered Industrial Design students the
opportunity to experience part of the
conference without buying an expensive
ticket. The TEI ’16 organisation made
demo sessions tickets available for us
and provided us with a list of names of
interesting speakers. We contacted these
speakers to ask whether they would like
to do their TEI presentation for a second
time but then for Lucid members.

Reflection
Overall, the close collaboration with the
TEI ’16 organisation provided a couple
of very interesting activities for Lucid
members. Many students were interested
in attending the conference but found it
too expensive. For just a few euro’s they
could experience a significant part of the
conference. From a lot of students we
heard that they thought the speakers of
the side-programme were very interesting
and a good selection.

3.2.2 TEI ‘16
Professional Network

A

t the beginning of the year we were approached by the
organisation of the TEI ’16 conference that took place in February
2016. Their question was whether Lucid wanted to bring the
conference under attention of Industrial Design students and involve
them in the programme.
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concept
scientiﬁc
research

16 November 2015
Target group:
Date:
Participants:

This Lucidebate had an open setting.
There were not a lot of participants,
which meant that we could have an indepth discussion about the profile. First,
we explained how the first iteration of
the student profile was set up and did
an open feedback session. After this, we
split the participants up into two groups
so that they could brainstorm about
improvements for the profile.

user
interaction
ltidisciplina
muelf-directed ry
s eam
t

visualisation

All students
16 November 2015
9

Execution

exploration

data
analysis

Lucid

electronics

Reflection
business
strategy

This Lucidebate was very valuable for
creating the second iteration of the
student profile. There were not many
participants but the participants that were
there represented several year layers
and several types of students which lead
to varied input. The brainstorm session
was a nice twist to the debate because it
allowed the participants to structure their
thoughts, rather than just giving verbal
feedback.
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LUCIDEBATE

Layout: Renee Noortman

what exactly is an INDUSTRIAL DESIGN student?

3.2.3 LUCIDEBATE ID PROFILE
Professional Network

A

Lucidebate is an open meeting concerning a specific topic that is
relevant for Lucid. During this meeting, Lucid members are asked
for input and feedback. We organised a Lucidebate to discuss the
first version of the ID student profile and asked members to brainstorm
about the second iteration.
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Lunch Lectures
Amount of lectures: 			
Average amount of participants:
Lowest amount of participants:		
Highest amount of participants:

9
40
2
83

Changes
As we only moved into the Laplace building
last year, the lunch lectures have recently
started receiving more attention. Because
of the atmosphere in the new ID-Café,
students enjoy working and having their
lunch there. The lunch lectures vary a lot
in popularity, depending of the subject.
This year, we have tried to make the
lectures more standardized. Halfway the
year, we set up a plan to have one lunch
lecture each month to create continuity.
We also tried to set standards for the
lunch lectures that apply to both lunch
lectures organised by the Lucid board and
lunch lectures organised by the EduCie.

Reflection
Overall, the lunch lectures in the ID-Café
work very well. During the lunch break,
there are always a lot of people in the IDCafé who are generally very interested

-

in listening to an expert while they have
their lunch.
The largest problem that we encountered
this year was that because not all lectures
were organized by the board but also
some by the EduCie, there were double
standards. The companies arranged by the
board usually paid to give a lunch lecture
while the lecturers that were approached
by the EduCie did it for free or were paid
to give a lecture. In the future, there will
need to be a policy regarding the lunch
lectures because it is important not to
act according to different standards with
different companies.
Something that always proves to be
difficult with lunch lectures is estimating
how many people will turn up. This
is often based on a large spectrum of
variables. While sometimes there would
be 80 people, we also had to cancel
one of the lectures because only two
people turned up. Even when people can
subscribe for lunch, it is hard to estimate
how many people will come and bring
their own lunch. We considered asking
everyone to subscribe but as the ID-Café
is an open space we did not want to deny
other people who were interested.

MARCH 21ST

-

IDCafé | 12:45 - 13:30 | free

E M P T Y
3.2.4 LUNCH LECTURES
Professional Network

L

ucid’s new location in the Laplace building has a great podium
which is frequently used for lunch lectures. People from in- and
outside the faculty are asked to give a presentation of 45 minutes.
Students can come in and listen for free and sometimes subscribe for a
lunch beforehand.
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a lunchlecture by Zen-master Cuong Lu
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+ intern
ship
supervis
ors

Target group:		
B3.1
students,
internship supervisors, B2 students
Participants:		
5 B3.1 students
			1 Supervisor
			10 B2 students
Pitching B3.1 students: 100%                
Interested B2 students: 100%
Sponsored beer keg:
1
Free Drinks:
More than were
			consumed
Winner Design Case:
Six Fingers

to share their experiences on a stage. On
top of that we offered a free design case
to one of the internship companies, which
could be a nice activity to introduce and
connect Lucid to the company. Therefore
we set up a lottery: Attending the drink as
a B3.1 students would give you 1 ticket,
giving a pitch about your internship would
give you a second ticket and bringing your
supervisor along would give you your
third ticket. At the end of the drink we
collected all tickets in a bowl and picked
one prize winner.

Changes

Reflection

In the past years there have been several
Internship Drinks where company contacts
were collected. We discussed that with
a little effort we could already retrieve
those contacts, so what extra value could
we integrate by hosting a drink for this?
We thought that it would be an interesting
network opportunity for B2 students
to meet the interns and moreover the
internship supervisors. Next to that a story
tells more than a card, so we wanted to
provide the opportunity for B3.1 students

Sadly, the internship drink was not a big
success as the turn-up was quite low. The
people that did turn up however were very
enthusiastic about the format and did get
a lot of value out of this drink. We think the
low turn-up was mostly to blame on the
timing, which was on a Friday afternoon
on the day after one of our parties. Next
time, it would be better to plan it on an
afternoon during the week, on a Tuesday
or Thursday.

22 January 2016

internship drink
3.2.5 INTERNSHIP DRINK
Professional Network

W

e hosted an internship drink where students that had just
returned from their internship could pitch their experience to
B2 students. We also encouraged the students to bring their
supervisors with a lottery of where the internship company could win a
free Lucid design case.
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25 January 2016
Target group:		
Participants:		

B3, M1 and M2
9 B3 students
11 Master students
Location:		
Oude Rechtbank,
			Stratumseind

Changes
Due to the success of the past years and
the changes in the educational system, we
decided to organize three Aan Tafel Met
events this year. Each ATM corresponding
with one of the Master tracks: a Research,
Entrepreneur and Corporate edition.
The Career Committee was responsible
for organizing these events, whereas
the Education Activity Committee used
to do this.Also we decided to raise the
contribution of the attending companies,
so this event would also contribute to the
sponsorship income of the association.

Reflection
Organizing three Aan Tafel Met editions
turned out to be very tough going. Starting
with the Research edition was perhaps
the first big mistake we made, since it was
hard to find companies who both fitted
our ambitions and were willing to pay the

Lucid

financial contribution we asked for. After
delaying the first event we decided to
continue the event with a self-supporting
contribution. The event itself was a great
success; both students and companies
were very content about the evening.
Due to the delay of the first edition, we
got short in time for the second and third
edition. Therefore we decided to combine
the Entrepreneur and Corporate to one
edition, which was Business themed.
Although this time the companies were
willing to pay, there were not enough
student subscriptions to be able to host
the evening. Unfortunately we therefore
had to cancel the event. The lack of
subscriptions was probably caused by bad
promotion, but we also overestimated the
number of Master students we have at
our studies.
For next year we advise to organize one
bigger Aan Tafel Met, where all three tracks
are combined. Also we strongly advise to
start the acquisition of the companies early
in the year, so that when the promotion
starts all attending companies are known.
Lastly the promotional material should
reflect the atmosphere and purpose of
the evening and promotion should start
at least one month prior to the event.

3.2.6 AAN TAFEL MET: RESEARCH
Professional Network

A

an Tafel Met became a traditional and successful concept where
students and companies meet each other over a nicely prepared
dinner. In a dinner roulette system all students will have the
chance to talk to all attending companies.
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8 July 2016
Targetgroup:
students,
companies,
citizens of Eindhoven
Licenses requested:
3
More than a year since the first meeting

Execution
TEDxEindhoven is going to take place
on the 8th of July and hosts 15 inspiring
talks and multiple acts. The theme of this
TEDx is going to be crossroads, with this
theme the team wants to bring together a
broad range of stories. The road towards
TEDxEindhoven has been a bumpy and
difficult one.
Currently we are in the final steps of
organising TEDxEindhoven. All speakers
are confirmed and their talks are currently
being finalised, promotion is up and
running and will be displayed at screens
at multiple stations and the TU/e.
Because of the rules of TEDxEindhoven it
is not allowed to promote TEDxEindhoven
as if it was organised by Lucid. But since
TEDxEindhoven was founded from within
Lucid, Lucid will become and stay a cofounder of TEDxEindhoven for the coming
years. This means Lucid can and will use
TEDxEindhoven for increasing the size of
its network.

Lucid

TEDx event. Especially when you want to
organise a TEDx event for more than 100
people. When you’re requesting a license
for such a TEDx event you need to have a
licensee, who is someone who visited an
official TED global event.
The communication and cooperation with
the first person that was going to be our
licensee wasn’t desirable. He didn’t really
cooperate with us, he simply forwarded
all our questions and requests to TED.
Because of this a lot of time passed by and
two of our license requests got denied.
For the third attempt we got in contact
with Jan Scheele, who is licensee of
TEDxMaastricht and business director of
TEDxAmsterdam. Together with him the
third attempt at a license was immediately
approved. He also joined the acquisition
team and used his network to try and
gather sponsorships for TEDxEindhoven.
Another underestimation that we as a
team made was the value of the brand
TEDx. In the area of Eindhoven people
were familiar with the brand but they
didn’t see the direct value to their
companies by linking themselves to
TEDxEindhoven. This made it difficult to
find sponsors. We hope this will change
after we have proven ourselves with the
first edition.

Reflection
The committee underestimated how
difficult it was to obtain a license for a

3.2.7 TEDxEINDHOVEN
Professional Network

T

EDx is an independently organised TED event. TED is a nonprofit
organisation, devoted to spreading ideas, usually in the form of
short powerful talks (18 minutes or less). TEDxEindhoven is our
TEDx event, which is going to take place at 8th of July and will host 15
amazing speakers and multiple acts.
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10 December 2015
Target group:
All students
Date:
10
December
2015
Money raised:
1443 euros
Remarkable:
Members
paid
168 euros to braid the hair of Joep Frens
Battle of the Board:
The girls won. Of
course

Changes
The main changes that took place were
the organization and the auctioned items.
Whereas the board and some radio
fanatics would usually take care of the
fundraising, this year a Serious Request
Committee was installed to organize the
event.
For the auction drink we asked companies
to sponsor items next to the Lucid items
we usually auction. This differed from

Lucid

a dinner at a fondue restaurant, to a
workshop at Philips and from tickets to an
Escaperoom to a tour at vanBerlo.

Reflection
It was a good step to have a committee
responsible for the fundraising, only
the plans of the event should match
the ambitions and capabilities of the
committee. Mainly LucidFM was too far
out of reach. Although everything turned
out fine that day, we had to rely (too
much) on the expertise of volunteers.
Integrating sponsored items in the
auction drink was a big success! Students
were attracted to come to the drink, which
was completely filled, and were very
enthusiastic about the items. Also charity
is a good link to get in touch with (new)
companies. Many of the companies we
approached were willing to participate.

3.2.8 SERIOUS REQUEST
Professional Network

J

ust like the past couple of years we raised money for Serious
Request. This year we set up a Serious Request Committee that
organized one day of charity activities. On this day the board girls
battled against the board boys, several radio duos made LucidFM
and during the drink the annual Auction Drink took place.
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11-25 July 2016
Valid passport photo’s / passports
handed in / signed the consent forms /
visa application forms:		
30
People who will also visit Riga: 18

Changes
This is the first time that Lucid visits
Russia. This is mainly important since
we arranged a 3-day workshop with the
Polytechnical University in St. Petersburg.
This not only be the first contact between
Lucid and the University, but it will also
be the first contact with our Faculty and
the University. This can be the start of a
collaboration between the universities.

Reflection
Looking back at the preparations of the
trip I would advise the next committee to
have a stronger focus on sponsorships.
We have been hard at work creating
interesting content for the trip by
contacting local institutions with whom
we collaborated. This resulted in a
compromised time that we spent on
finding actual sponsors.

3.2.9 END OF THE YEAR TRIP
Professional Network

T

he End of the Year Trip heads off every start of the summer to
a foreign country to explore culture and design. During the trip
we hope to grasp the differences and influence of design within
another culture. This year’s trip will include St. Petersburg, Helsinki and
Stockholm. A six-headed committee will arrange everything regarding
transport, overnight stays and a interesting daily program.
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B

ecause
the
association
is growing in amount of
members, we consider it to
be important that the association
financially grows along. This
will make it possible for us to
organize bigger activities with
lower subscription costs and
overall create a more professional
appearance.

Execution
We formed a strategy on how to generate
more secure income. In the future it
would give a board a lot of rest and
flexibility if their sponsorship income is
already secured by (fixed) contracts. As a
first step we strived to arrange ¼ of the
sponsor goal of 2016-2017 on top of our
own sponsor goal for 2015-2016. If the
upcoming boards succeed in continuing
this way of working, we can work towards
a full secured sponsor goal.
Also we tried to give the Educational and
Career Committee a more facilitating role
with regard to sponsoring. The board
would be responsible for the acquisition;
the committees would take care of the
execution. In this a division would be
made between educational and career
oriented activities.
Another subject that the association
has been struggling with is finding a
main sponsor. We have been looking for
companies that fit Lucid’s character and
match with the interests of the students.
We tried to approach those companies
and arrange an introductory activity,
so that we could evaluate on both sides
whether this would be a collaboration we
would like to expand.

Reflection

3.3

FINANCIAL
SECURITY
70

In essence we succeeded in arranging
both our own sponsor goal and ¼ of the
sponsor goal of next year. However, so
far this sponsorship is defined as mainly
income of our year which is meant as a
reservation for next year and not yet as
a contract for the upcoming years. In
the upcoming two months we will still
have some meetings in which we will try
to make long term agreements. One of
these meetings is with a potential main
sponsor..!
The facilitating role of the committees was
not a role that was adopted smoothly. A
good example of a fruitful collaboration
between board and committee is the
3D workshop with Design8 [3.3.5], but
unfortunately we don’t have many of
these examples. Apparently it takes
structured changes to make this format
work, but we still believe that this is worth
the effort.
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13 October 2015
Target group:		
All committee 		
			members with
			the function
			Acquisition
Participants:		
15

Execution
Last year the External Committee helped
the committees with their acquisition. For
every committee an External Committee
member was responsible to be up to date
of the committee acquisition plans. In the
end this turned out to be very inefficient,
since the communication was most of
the time directed to the Commissioner
of External Affairs anyway without the
knowing of the External Committee
members. Therefore tactics were changed
and the Career Committee decided to
host an acquisition training in which they
made sure all acquisition committee
members would handle according to the

Lucid

same guidelines. Just after the formation
of the committees, all acquisition
members were invited to join the training
during a lunch that was also provided by
the Career Committee. After the lunch the
presentation and an extra explanation
document were shared for all committees
on the Lucid Cloud.

Reflection
The presentation and document were
really nice, useful and effective. Especially
since mostly first and second year students
were doing acquisition this year, there
was nearly no experience with this topic.
The lunch was also a good moment for
the committee members to ask questions
that were relevant for the acquisition of all
committees. Next year the training could
be more focused on being a training, with
exercises and feedback. Also this training
could be repeated in the second half year,
when a lot of new committees are formed.

3.3.1 COMMITTEE ACQUISITION
TRAINING
Financial Security

A

t the beginning of the academic year the Career Committee
organized an Acquisition Training for all committee members that
would be doing acquisition for their committees.
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3 February 2016
Target group:		
All students,
			mainly B2
Participants:		
13

Execution
We intended the workshop to be useful
for B2 students who wanted to apply
for an internship. This was the first time
Integrand did a workshop at Lucid – but
apparently also the first workshop they
have ever given.

Reflection
Integrand was really enthusiastic about
the workshop. Even though we thought
that the attendance was not that high,
Integrand was content about it. We hosted
the workshop in the Lucid space, which
was actually a bit interfering with the
shop, students and committees that were
also in the space. Therefore we decided to
host other workshops in a separate room.
Overall the impression and effect of the
collaboration with Integrand is positive!

3.3.2 INTEGRAND WORKSHOP
Financial Security

I

ntegrand wanted to create more brand awareness amongst Lucid
members. After a meeting where we discussed the possibilities they
initiated to host a workshop that would help students in writing a
motivational letter.
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4-5 March 2016
Target group:		
Participants:		

Reflection
B2 and higher
8

Execution
The challenge we presented to the
students was: “What will voting look like in
the 21st century?” During this Bootcamp
we started with an inspirational morning
at the town hall, followed by 1,5 day
of brainstorming, prototyping and
presentations. The first day took place at
the town hall where lunch was available,
the second day we arranged catering and
prototyping material at Lucid. At the end of
both days employees of the municipality
came by to give feedback on the pitched
concepts. We concluded the Bootcamp
with a ‘winner’ and a short drink.

Since we had a deadline – the referendum
– there was pressure on the planning
of the Bootcamp. Together with the
municipality we concluded that if we
want to do such a Bootcamp again, the
period of time for organization and
thereby promotion should be longer,
preferably three months. However, the
municipality was very content about the
attendance and results! This was the
first time they did a bootcamp. For next
time it is better for them to determine
a focus; are they looking for a concept
or a product? Although we triggered to
let them answer this on beforehand, we
should pay attention when organizing a
Bootcamp with a new stakeholder that
they concretize their wished results and
eventually make criteria to give feedback
on.

3.3.3 BOOTCAMP MUNICIPALITY
OF EINDHOVEN
Financial Security

W

e were approached by the Municipality of Eindhoven to
brainstorm about the election process. Together we organized
a Bootcamp just before the Ukraine referendum – the winning
concept would be introduced during this referendum. In this Bootcamp
students were challenged to criticize ‘the red pencil’.
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4-8 April 2016
Target group: B3 and master students
Date: 4-8 April 2016
Participants: 16

Changes
This year we worked with a determined
technology which asked for a new
context or product it could be integrated
in. Also Philips introduced criteria
along with their design case where the
students would be assessed on during
the final presentations. The setup of the
Bootcamp was furthermore quite similar
to the ones we organized before. The
main organizational aspect we changed
was raising the subscription costs, for
preventing drop-outs. With this money we
arranged quality lunches and snacks.

Reflection

Lucid

the creative freedom limited. The groups
clearly struggled with this in the beginning
of the week, but eventually they all found
a way to deal with this. The criteria
were a nice guideline for the groups to
work on and for the Philips staff to give
feedback on. During the week we received
many compliments about the food – the
subscription costs were for sure worth
the money. Taking care of the food supply
made it especially efficient for the teams
to keep on working, without having to
worry about arranging lunch. Overall we
received very positive reactions from both
the students and Philips, which means a
sequel is very likely. Even though we were
afraid that a Bootcamp of a week would
take too much time for the students
within the new educational system, we
experienced no troubles with this during
the subscription period. However, since
we still had a couple of drop-outs, it
might be wise to use a margin on the
subscription limit.

The content was specific which made

3.3.4 PHILIPS BOOTCAMP
Financial Security

the third year in a row we organized a Bootcamp with Philips
ForLighting.
This year OLED was the subject of matter.
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3.3.5 DESIGN8 WORKSHOP
Financial Security

3D MODELLING & PRINTING WORKSHOP WITH

T

his year, the EduCie organized a workshop in collaboration with 3D
software company Design8. In the past, Lucid has worked together
with Design8 to organize a similar workshop already. For the
workshop Orlando Sardaro from Design8 came by and explained how to
use Solid Thinking Evolve and to use this programme to make a file that
is ready for 3D printing.

20 April 2016
Target group:
Bachelor students
Participants:
22
Pizzas consumed: 20

Execution

80

MODEL

PRINT

LEARN

EAT

This workshop is a perfect example of how
the EduCie can help the Commissioner of
External Affairs and the Commissioner
of Public Relations in the execution of
sponsor deals. About halfway the year,
Daniëlle and Renee visited Design8 in Tiel.
During this meeting we discussed what
the possibilities for collaboration between
Lucid and Design8 were. Amongst other
things, we discussed the possibility for
another workshop which they were very
enthusiastic about. We knew that the
EduCie was also working on a workshop
about 3D modelling so we brought the
EduCie in contact with Orlando. The
EduCie then further handled the execution
of the workshop.

Because of a busy schedule we decided
to plan the workshop in the afternoon,
from 4pm until 8pm, including pizzas. This
meant that we had two hours to get into
the basics and that we could 3D print one
of the designs while we had pizzas. After
dinner, the print was done and Orlando
explained some more about the advanced
options of the software.

Reflection
The contents of the workshop proved to
be very interesting for the participants and
the workshop was very popular. We even
created some extra spots in the workshop
because there were more people that
wanted to attend the workshop than
there were places. Orlando was also very
enthusiastic about the workshop. The
timing at the end of the afternoon was
good and the participants enjoyed the
pizzas very much, although we could have
ordered some more.
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18 May 2016
Target group:		
Participants lecture:
Participants pitch:

All students
15
10

Execution
The Accenture Pitch Event can be divided
into three parts: the preparations, the
event, and the aftercare. At first we visited
the Accenture Innovation Accelerator
where employees of Accenture pitched
concepts to each other over dinner. During
this evening we selected the concepts that
were probably most interesting for our
students to work on. These concepts were
pitched by Accenture during the Accenture
Pitch event. First they held a lecture in the
Lucid space, thereafter they moved to
another location where NDA’s needed to
be signed to listen to the concepts. After
the pitches students could subscribe

when they were interested in working out
one of the concepts. We agreed that after
the summer we will gather to evaluate the
outcomes of the concepts and evaluate if
we want to do another edition of such an
Accenture Pitch Event.

Reflection
Since the activity is still in progress, it
is hard to reflect the total event well.
For now we can say that the concept is
promising, although the threshold to join
is perhaps still too high. For a great part
this could be clarified by the event taking
place just before the deadline period, but
it is possible that the input and output of
the deal for a student is not balanced yet.
Good evaluation on both side needs to
take place to decide if we want to continue
the collaboration this way.

IDCafé | 12:45 - 13:30 | €2,- | Lunch included

you

Accenture is a major
network player in and
for Dutch Innovations

3.3.6 ACCENTURE PITCH EVENT
Financial Security

W

e were approached by Accenture Digital to discuss if and how
Lucid could attribute to the Accenture Innovation Accelerator.
After several meetings we came up with the Accenture Pitch
Event, where Accenture has the opportunity to pitch their ideas to the
students to find out if the students are interested to prototype these
concepts for them.
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You are an awesome ID
student, curious to do
extracurricular activities

PITCH EVENT
Interested in working out one of the pitched concepts?

prototyping
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T

he Lucid festival has emerged
as a large endeavour which,
through its complexity, offers
a lot of opportunities for members
to connect with each other and the
association as a whole. We hope
that the festival will make our
members proud to be with Lucid.
It is also a perfect opportunity to
extend knowledge of Lucid beyond
the walls of the department.
Execution
The scale of the festival requires that its
execution is well planned. In this regard,
we made a structured plan beforehand.
The vision on what the festival should
look like was made by the board. Then,
an overview was made of what types of
roles would be required in a committee.
This committee was consequently formed
using some of these roles. The committee
was complete by January of 2016. An
early date was set in May, but after talks
with a major partner, it was pushed back
to the 15th of September.

3.4

LUCID
FESTIVAL
84

Since January, a lot has been done to
secure the execution of the plan. The
vision was elaborated, by contacting
artists fitting the profile, detailing graphic
styles and contacting all involved parties
at the TU/e. The process is long, but the
effort certainly worthwhile. The board
and committee are focused on making
Conduct Festival happen and we hope to
make it epic.

Reflection
Reactions from a lot of members have
been positive regarding the organising
of a Lucid Festival, but as of right now,
only a handful of members have been
actually engaged in organising the
festival. A lot has to be done to make sure
an appropriate number of members will
volunteer during the festival to make it
the actual success we hope it will be.
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3.4.1 FESTIVAL BRAINSTORM
Lucid Festival

T

he original version of the festival vision was written by board
members. To help the committee elaborate on this vision and
keep the association updated on the process, the committee
organised a Festival Brainstorm.

20th of April
Attendees:
30
Enthusiastic committee members:
7
3 topics: Promotion, Programme and
Production

Execution
The brainstorm was loosely organised
around three distinct topics: promotion,
programme and production. There were
three tables which had information for
each respective topic, and the committee
members which were responsible for
the topic. Along with the materials, the
committee member could then easily
explain what our thoughts on the subject

86

were and how a participant thought on
the topic.

Reflection
The brainstorm was certainly interesting,
but due to late planning, the promotion
for the activity only started the week prior.
Due to this, not a lot of people showed up
specifically for the Festival Brainstorm.
Next to this, a lot of decisions had already
been made for the festival, so the actual
input was not really high. To make the
festival brainstorm interesting in the
future, it would need to be consolidated
into the process, planned earlier on, and
promoted adequately.
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3.4.2 CONDUCT FESTIVAL
Lucid Festival

C

onduct Festival is the result of about half a year’s work on both
the board and the committee end. Conduct Festival is a music
and participative festival, which will be held at the TU/e’s Koeveld
at September 15th, 2016. It will feature live electronic music, food and
drinks, exhibitions and workshops.

Thursday September 15th
(Projected) drinks sold: 3600
(Projected) visitors:
6
Electronic live acts:
3
Food trucks:		
2
Stage:			1

Execution
As explained the original vision for the
festival was developed by the board and
elaborated by the committee. As of now,
a lot has to be arranged to make sure the
festival will happen on September 15th.

Reflection
Lucid has organised festivals before, but
they had differing locations and contexts.
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Some of this experience could be use for
starting the process, along some other
information gathered from other festivals.
Unfortunately, a lot of this process still
needed to be figured out and this was
tricky at best. A lot of subprocesses also
progressed quite slowly, so the overall
process took about four months to get up
to full speed.
If another edition of the Lucid festival
were to be organised, these procedures
will need to be documented thoroughly,
so the organisation can get these out of
the way very quickly. This would speed up
the process enormously.
We will reflect on the entire process once
the festival has had its way.
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A

tlas will be Industrial
Design’s and consequently
Lucid’s new home from its
expected due date in the Summer
of 2018. If Lucid is to continue
its growth and current missions,
it is important that Lucid has
ample room for opportunity in
the renovated Main Building.
Therefore, dialogues are required
with the stakeholders in and the
managers of the construction
process.

Execution
The construction of Atlas is coordinated
by the TU/e’s Housing Department. They
review all needs posed by Atlas’ future
occupants, namely the Industrial Design
department, the Industrial Engineering
& Innovation Sciences department,
a few TU/e service departments and
the Executive Board. These needs are
translated into policy, which is then
executed by a team of engineers,
architects and related professionals,
which are united in TEAM V.
The study associations form a special
group of stakeholders, because though
they are often intertwined with a
department, they are not a part of them.
Therefore, special dialogues are often
required with the departments. In the
case of Atlas, Lucid collaborated closely
with study associations Industria and
Intermate regarding our positions in the
main building.

3.5

HOUSING:
ATLAS
90

Since we have overhauled our association
dynamic since moving to Laplace, we
found it unnecessary to repaint the
picture, but instead chose to guarantee
the values we have in the current room.
We wanted to ensure that we would able
to have a board room, a bar, a shop and a
members room for instance.
The first step in this process was
determining what spaces Lucid would
occupy. A lot of the work regarding this
topic was already carried out by our
predecessors, who had arranged that
Lucid would have a board room at the
2nd floor and a bar in the basement. This
left us to deal with arranging all details
regarding the Lucid spaces.
First of all we dealt with the physical
implementation
of
the
spaces.
Furthermore, we detailed how our
current space is divided, and what our
requirements would be for the new space.

These are all currently being processed
into more detailed plans for the spaces.
One big discussion point related to the
board room in Atlas no longer being
a confined room, but merely a set
of working stations on the 2nd floor.
Together with the other associations, we
contacted our respective Departmental
Board about this to find a solution, which
is being worked out at this moment.

Reflection
The outcomes of the Atlas housing
project will have consequences for Lucid
for at least the coming twenty years. This
goes for small things like where to place
the shop, but also for larger things such
as if the boardroom has walls or not. This
makes it very important that all decisions
are made carefully and progress is duly
monitored. The process was readily
started when we rolled into the process,
and it will not be complete for another
two years. This also makes it important
that the statuses and details are carried
over correctly.
The process has been slow but steadily
moving forward. It is important to
recognise though that responding in a
timely fashion and keeping track of the
process is imperative, and though we
have managed this most of the times,
sometimes this task would go unnoticed
for a couple of weeks. This should be
avoided in case some important changes
are going unnoticed.
Another key insight is that every decision
that appears to be set in stone is actually
that way. By leveraging the connections
with other associations and for example
with the departmental boards, a lot can
be achieved when these attempts appear
futile. I believe this has been the strength
of our approach this year and I would
certainly remind everyone involved to
keep a critical approach to this subject.
91
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ucid’s Five Years Policy
makes a yearly policy - made
by the upcoming board unnecessary, since this policy
describes how things are arranged
at Lucid and also sketches a
future image. This future image
is substantiated by several fiveyear goals that are all divided into
yearly goals.

The policy will be controlled and checked
by the General Members Meeting. Every
year, during the Five Years Policy GMM,
the document will be discussed and
checked. The relevance and progress of
the goals will be discussed, and when
needed, adapted. Also new goals can
be formulated by the General Members
Meeting. This way, the General Members
Meeting formulates Lucid’s vision and
direction. The board will here have an
executive role.
This document is important for Lucid
since a lot is changing: Lucid is growing
and the faculty is changing. Lucid needs
to adapt to these changes to be able
to be the association that we want it
to be. Lucid has come to a point where
it is grown-up and is ready for the next
step. This structure will help Lucid grow
professionally and financially.

3.6

FIVE YEARS
POLICY
92

In previous years, boards would be
tempted to look inside the boundaries
of one year. This policy will give the
association continuity since multiple
boards will work together towards a
bigger goal. This will eventually result in
more freedom for the board. This might
sound strange since we pinpoint goals for
these boards but this new structure will
give the boards grip. Since various things
are fixed in the document, we don’t have
to reinvent the wheel over and over again
which will create space for new things.

Execution
A question at a General Members Meeting
started the idea of a long-term vision for
Lucid. This was picked up by the previous

board and continued by us. Since we
attached a lot of importance to this
document, this became our focus point.
The document started as a Five Year Plan.
While writing this plan, it became evident
to us that when we wanted to write down
where we wanted to go, we first needed
to know what we are building upon. That
is why the plan altered into a policy. We
wanted to write down how things should
be done; to give grip and structure to the
upcoming boards. And then write where
we want to take Lucid in realistic and
feasible goals.

Reflection
During the 74th GMM the second version
of the Five Years Policy was installed. Of
course, this whole process was not taken
lightly. We consulted many institutions
within the association for feedback and
advice.
If a similar event would occur I would
advise to construct a strategy first. This
strategy could consist of a planning with
moments of feedback and processing.
A very important aspect is approaching
experts at an early stage. In our process
this happened too late which caused a lot
of inefficiency. The moments of feedback
turned out to be very important to the
process. We scheduled a special Five Years
Policy-GMM where we collected feedback
from the members that attended. After
that we had another online feedback
round where members could send in
their feedback on the document. This all
resulted in a version that every member
could have had an influence on, if they
wanted. This is why we eventually got this
document installed as our Lucid Five Year
Policy.
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very year a new board has to
be elected to lead Lucid. In
the past years there were a lot
of people interested in becoming
the board of Lucid, because of this
a candidate board trajectory was
created. Within this trajectory a
new board is formed that will be
presented by the current board
during the Election GMM.
Changes
This year we changed quite a few things
in the candidate board trajectory. The
changes that we made that had the most
influence on the trajectory were clearly
communicating that we (the current
board) choose the candidate board, us
dividing their functions and making the
trajectory a board effort.   But first of all
we started the trajectory a lot earlier than
usual in the year.
In previous years the running board
also chose the candidate board, but
they didn’t fully communicate that they
did. Instead, they communicated that
the votes of the candidates during the
election evenings were leading. A part
of the candidate board was selected
during the final elections and those three
selected, in discussion with the current
board, the others that joined them in
their board. The results were shared
when all candidates were together, which
triggered mixed feelings of happiness,
sympathy and sadness. In our opinion
this is not a desirable mixture, you want
the ones that are chosen to be able to
celebrate.

3.7

CANDIDATE
BOARD
94

Therefore we changed the final election.
The candidates voiced their votes on
Monday, so we had time to discuss the
final 6 and share the result on Tuesday.
We sent the ones that were chosen on a
quest, they all got a cryptic description
on where to go. The two that weren’t
chosen were brought together and we
told them that they unfortunately didn’t
make it. We also gave them the option to
hear our arguments right there or come
by some other time if they wanted more
information. After that we gathered with
the candidates for a great evening of joy
and laughter.
In previous years the candidate board
would divide the functions themselves,
which has led to some negative results in
the past. We noticed ourselves that the
discussions we had regarding dividing
the functions were mostly based on
arguments that made no sense, because
we simply didn’t have the knowledge
about the functions that we currently
have.

This year we therefore decided to divide
the functions for them.We had a clear
focus on functions within the trajectory,
to make sure the candidates had a
clear understanding of the functions
themselves and we had a clear view on
the competence of the candidates. To do
this we created different function-cases
and had more open discussions regarding
the functions.
Also we made the trajectory more a board
effort, in which we all had influence on the
overall trajectory. This means we often
had discussions whether or not a certain
planned activity was still necessary or if
another activity could be more valuable.
Since all board members were present
during evenings we could clearly see
which of the candidates were possible
successors of their function. This differs
from the trajectories of the past years, in
which mainly one or two board members
took responsibility for the candidate
board trajectory.

Reflection
The candidate board trajectory was
interesting and intense. In our opinion
we have made the right decisions in
changing the trajectory like we did. We
feel the candidates have a clear image of
what the different functions are and they
were all satisfied with the function they
received. One of the most difficult things
we noticed was finding the right balance
between group feeling and functions,
because besides skills, people also have
personalities you have to take in account.
Even though we started the candidate
trajectory a lot earlier this year, one
could even debate we were still not early
enough. We began earlier because during
our year the final election was between
our deadlines which created a lot of
stress. Nowadays there’s also a deadline
regarding submitting your internship
request, which you can’t submit if you
might become a board member instead
of going on an internship.
In the end we are blissful with our
candidate board trajectory and are
excited to see how our candidate board
will perform in the next year.
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etween two boards there
always needs to be a period
of knowledge transfer and
afterward a period of processing
these new insights. Although it has
worked for a couple of years, the
knowledge transfer for the function
treasurer has always been chaotic.
This is due to a number of rules,
details, structures that need to be
told and at the same time a result
account that needs to be made. In
order to make sure the transfer
period will become more efficient
and effective, a change had to be
made. Therefore, together with
the Five Years Policy workgroup,
we set up a plan to solve this issue.

Execution
The main reason for the chaotic period of
the function treasurer lies in the fact that
a treasurer has to do too many tasks at
once. Accordingly, a real solution has to
take away some of these tasks.

3.8

FINANCIAL
STRUCTURE
96

That’s why we shifted the accounting year.
By ending (hence starting) the accounting
year one month earlier, the stressful
period of making a result account is
earlier in the summer and becomes less
stressful. This is because the accounting
year is already closed and isn’t going to
change anymore. Besides that, the new
treasurer feels responsible for the money
transfers within this month, since the
month will become part of his/her book
year. But in fact, the current treasurer is
responsible, since he/she is still part of
the current board.
Now you have created a period of one
month in which most of the knowledge
transfer, for all board functions,
takes place, where two treasures feel
responsible and where the bookkeeping
is just starting up with just a few money
transfers and therefore easily explained.
This is exactly what you prefer while
explaining something new. Another plus
point is that there will be more time to

critically check the result account. There
will be exactly one month to complete
and check everything because the date
of changing boards stays at the same
moment.
The plan itself is presented twice in order
to get accepted. First during the fiveyears-policy-GMM captured within the
document itself and the second time as
a secluded plan. Since it is quite hard to
explain, it took us some time to come up
with a clear story. Besides, there were
many things to look into considering
everything this plan affects. Namely,
there also will be a period of one month
in which some money transfers will
take place which aren’t approved by the
GMM since there hasn’t been a budget
presented yet. To overcome this issue, a
part budget has to be presented during
the last GMM before the change of boards
takes place.

Reflection
The GMM, in the end, agreed with the new
plan and therefore the plan is put into
operation for this year. Next thing to do is
evaluate on the new way of working. For
now, there is nothing to say, but we have
definitely made a big step in analyzing the
whole transition period.
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t the start of the year, our goal was to bring growth and continuity
to the association. Many of our so-called “Penta Purple Pillars”
were also aimed in this direction. Especially the focus on first year
students, expanding the professional network and the financial security
supported the growth and continuity. With these pillars, we stimulated
growth in the amount of active members, Lucid’s network and Lucid’s
wealth.
Next to growth and continuity within our pillars, we also focussed on
installing the five years policy, changing the trajectory for the candidate
board and changing the financial structure of the association. In
retrospect, it would have been obvious to make the five years policy
part of our pillars, as all of our pillars were summarized in the five years
policy. This policy also forms the foundation for the boards in the years
to come.

4

All in all, we are proud of our board year and think that we have made
some quite substantial changes. We finally installed the five years policy,
made a couple of significant changes in the financial structure of the
association and made a monetary reservation for the budget of the next
board.

CONCLUSION
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